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UNIQ® LIGHT 960
Blend Light Stabilizer in solventborne and waterborne system
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UNIQ® LIGHT 960 is a compound light stabilizer developed specifically for industrial coating, which is the blend
product of UV absorber and hindered amine light stabilizer. It can absorb wavelength at the range of 280nm to
370nm.With its excellent heat stability and high temperature resistance makes it suitable for high bake temperatures
or extreme environmental conditions. Its broad UV absorption allows efficient protection of light sensitive base coats
or substrates such as wood and plastics. It needs to be diluted with cosolvent when applied in waterborne system,
adding under stirring conditions.
Special Features




Application

Blend Liquid
Broad UV absorption
High temperature resistance

Architectural coatings
Wood and furniture coatings
Automotive and refinish coatings
Can/coil coatings



Protective coatings







Highly recommended 
recommended 

Product Specification
Solid Content
Density 20°C
Viscosity
Appearance
Packaging



25 kg
190 kg
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Regional headquarters

Addition levels
100 %
0.98 g/cm3
10,000 mPa s
Light yellowish liquid

Amount of solid additive based on resin:
 Wood coatings
 OEM/Refinish coatings
 Industrial coatings

1–3%
2–5%
1–3%

Shelf life

UNIQ® LIGHT 960 should be stored in a cool dry
place. When kept in an original unopened container,
it will keep up to 2 years from the date of
manufacture.

UNIQ®FOAM, UNIQ®FLOW , UNIQ®W ET, UNIQ®SPERSE, UNIQ®LIGHT, UNIQ®COLOR, UNIQ®MICA, UNIQ®CURE, UNIQ®JET
This information is given to the best of our knowledge. Because of the multitude of formulations, production and application
conditions, all the above mentioned statements have to be adjusted to the circumstances of the processor.
No liabilities, including those for patent rights, can be derived from this fact for individual cases.
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